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ABSTRACT
Nearest neighbor search is a cornerstone problem in computational geometry, non-parametric statistics, and machine
learning. For N points, exhaustive search requires O(N 2 )
work. There are many fast algorithms that reduce this
complexity to O(N log N ) both for exact and approximate
searches. The common kernel (the kNN kernel) in all these
algorithms solves many small-size (⌧ N ) problems exactly
using exhaustive search.
We propose an efficient implementation and performance
analysis for the kNN kernel on x86 architectures. Currently,
the most efficient method is to first compute all the pairwise
distances using (highly optimized) matrix-matrix multiplication and then use a max heap to select the neighbors. We
propose a di↵erent approach. By fusing the distance calculation with the neighbor selection, we are able to utilize memory throughput. We present an analysis of the algorithm and
explain parameter selection. We perform an experimental
study varying the size of the problem, the dimension of the
dataset, and the number of nearest neighbors. Overall we
observe significant speedups. For example, when searching
for 16 neighbors in a point dataset with 1.6 million points
in 64 dimensions, our kernel is over 4⇥ faster than existing
methods.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Problem Definition: Given a set of N reference points
X := {xj }N
j=1 and a query point x in a d-dimensional space,
the nearest neighbor problem aims to find the set Nx of the k
nearest neighbors of x. That is, Nx is a set of points with cardinality k such that 8xp 2 Nx we have kx xj k2 kx xp k2 ,
8xj 2 X \Nx . When we want to compute the nearest neighbors of all points xj 2 X , the problem is called the all-
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nearest-neighbor problem. In many applications, (e.g., image datasets, streaming datasets) there are frequent updates
of X and computing all nearest-neighbors fast efficiently is
time-critical.
Significance: The all-nearest-neighbor problem is widely
used in non-parametric statistics and machine learning. It is
used in cross-validation studies in supervised learning, construction of nearest-neighbor graphs for manifold learning,
hierarchical clustering, kernel machines, and many other applications [9]. For very large N , the all-nearest-neighbor
problem is prohibitively expensive since it requires O(N 2 )
distance evaluations. In low dimensions (say d < 10), regular spatial decompositions like quadtrees, octrees, or KDtrees can solve the kNN problem using O(N ) distance evaluations [25]. But in higher dimensions it is known that treebased algorithms end up having quadratic complexity [30].
To circumvent this problem, we must abandon the concept
of exact searches and settle for approximate searches. Stateof-the art methods for the kNN problem in high dimensions
use randomization methods, for example, tree-based methods [6, 15, 21, 31] or hashing based methods [1, 2].
The kNN kernel: The gist of all these approximate
search methods is the following. Given X of size N , we partition it into N/m groups of size m⇥n (with m query points
and n reference points—both from X ) and solve N/m exact
search kNN problems for the m query points in each group,
where n = O(m) depends on the details of the approximate
search method. We iterate using a di↵erent grouping and
update the nearest neighbor lists until convergence. The
kNN kernel is the exact search of the k nearest points of
m query points given n reference points (where both sets of
points are selected from X ). The kNN kernel appears not
only in the approximate search algorithms, but also in the
lower-dimensional exact search algorithms.
State-of-the-art for computing the kNN kernel: The
kernel can be split into two parts: (1) the distance computation between the m query points and the n reference
points and (2) the neighbor selection. State-of-the art implementations of the kNN kernel use this decomposition. In
general, the majority of kNN implementations use the Euclidean distance metric (i.e. `2 norm). In that case, the pairwise distance can be computed using the GEMM kernel from
any BLAS library [7]. This is done by expanding kxj xi k22
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Table 1 Performance gains using GSKNN. As a highlight, we report
the 8-node execution time (seconds) using a MPI-based randomized KD-tree code and demonstrate the performance improvements
observed when switching from a GEMM-based scheme to GSKNN. The
outer solver that calls GSKNN is described in [31]. Each random KDtree has m points per leaf. The reference results “ref” correspond
to the GEMM-based implementation. We used N = 1, 600, 000 and
m = 8, 192 and varying values of d and k. The time spent in the
GSKNN kernel is over 90% of the overall time.

as follows.
kxi

kxi k22

xj k22 = kxi k22 + kxj k22

2xTi xj

(1)

Computing
scales as O(m + n). The inner product
terms xTi xj can be computed by a GEMM call that, depending on the problem size, can achieve near peak performance;
the complexity of this calculation is O(mnd). Once the distances have been computed, we must perform the nearestneighbor search for each query point. The best known algorithm to select the k nearest neighbors utilizes a maximum
heap selection, which requires O(n) in the best case and
O(n log k) in the worst case. Thus, the overall time complexity of a kNN base case is O(mnd + mn log k). However
the constants in front of these two terms can vary greatly
depending on the floating point operation capability, the
specific GEMM implementation, and the memory latency. As
we discuss in §2, the kNN search can be memory bound, depending on the sizes of m, n, d and k. When d is large (say
d > 512) the current practice of using GEMM is optimal. But
when d is small (say d < 512), using GEMM for the kNN can
be suboptimal. The dimensionality of many datasets used
in practice (e.g., [18]) ranges in the O(1)–O(1000) interval.
In addition, the performance of the kernel crucially depends
on the number of nearest neighbors k; if k is relatively small
(as is in many applications) GEMM may not be optimal. We
can do much better than just using GEMM.
Contributions: Our key insight is that kNN only requires a portion of the calculated pairwise distances to be
stored; most of the pairwise distances can be immediately
discarded once we are confident that they are not one of the
k nearest neighbors. In the best case, we get all of the kNN
in the first k distance evaluations and we only need to store
an m ⇥ k matrix rather than an m ⇥ n matrix. We have
developed a new kernel for x86 architectures that exploits
this observation.
• We introduce GSKNN1 (General Stride k Nearest Neighbors), a kNN kernel that can be directly coupled to both
exact and approximate search algorithms to compute exact searches for a number of small (compared to N ) m ⇥ n
problems (§2.3). GSKNN embeds the neighbor searching,
square distance evaluation and coordinate collection inside di↵erent levels of GEMM to achieve greater efficiency.
The kernel employs vectorization (§2.4) and multithreading (§2.5).
• We explore performance optimization and examine the
1
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memory access at the di↵erent stages of our kernel; we
propose a performance model (§2.6) that can be used to
explain the result and to select tuning parameters. We
demonstrate the performance of the kernel for a wide
range of m, d and k (§4).
Inspired by the BLIS library [28, 29], GSKNN improves the
cache performance by blocking and memory packing. Additionally, instead of doing the heap selection after the GEMM
call, the selection can be moved inside GSKNN’s distance calculation kernel, which has six layers of loops allowing for
multiple ways to combine distance calculations and neighbor selection in a single step. We have also implemented a
vectorized max heap [17] that further improves the performance of the kernel. Overall, GSKNN achieves high arithmetic
intensity. In Table 1 we show an example of the di↵erence
GSKNN can make for the all-nearest-neighbor problem. Note
that whereas the GEMM-based algorithm is limited to the Euclidean and cosine distances, the new GSKNN kernel applies
to any `p norm 0 < p  1 (§2.4).
Related work: We do not review the vast literature
on algorithms for the all-nearest-neighbor problem since the
kNN kernel is a plugin for all these methods. We focus our
attention on the kNN kernel and its use in existing nearest
neighbor packages. To the best of our knowledge, there are
no other studies on high dimensional brute force kNN without using GEMM as it is defined in BLAS. There is work on
GPU architectures but not on x86 platforms. Earlier work
involving CUDA kNN [10] was shown to not be competitive
with the GEMM-based cuKNN-toolbox [27]. On x86 platforms,
the only package we found that uses the GEMM-based kernel
is our version of the randomized trees and locality sensitive
hashing [31]. Other packages such as FLANN (Fast Library
for Approximate Nearest Neighbors) [23], ANN (Approximate
Nearest Neighbors) [22] and MLPACK [5] compute the pairwise
distances per query point using a single loop over all reference points.

2.

METHOD

In this section we present the methods we used, model
their performance, and give implementation details. In §2.1,
we first demonstrate the GEMM approach to solving the kNN
kernel. In §2.2, we discuss various selection algorithms and
point out the necessary features of a suitable algorithm. In
§2.3, we present variants of GSKNN and explain the general
logic of their design. In §2.4, we illustrate how to implement
an architecture-dependent kNN micro-kernel and select appropriate blocking parameters. In §2.5, we present dataand task-parallel schemes for the GSKNN algorithm; both are
useful depending on the input parameters. We then introduce a theoretical performance model in §2.6 to compare
di↵erent implementations of the kNN kernel and provide an
analytical method for tuning GSKNN.

2.1

GEMM Approach to k Nearest Neighbors

Given the notation in Table 2, we start by reviewing the
kNN kernel in an arbitrary d dimensional space. Given
a set of query points Q(1:d,1:m) and a set of r eference
points R(1:d,1:n) which are subsets of X (1:d,1:N ), Algorithm 2.1 summarizes the method of updating the neighbor
lists <N , D> of the queries Q. By using expansion (1), the
pairwise square distance C can be computed in two parts:
(1) C = QT R (GEMM) and (2) Q2 and R2 . For each row

Notation
N
d
m
n
k
p

Size

X (:, i)
X
X2 (i)
q
r
Q
Q2
R
R2
C

Rd⇥1
Rd⇥N
RN
Nm
Nn
Rd⇥m
Rm
Rd⇥n
Rn
Rm⇥n

N (i, :)
D(i, :)

Nm⇥k
Rm⇥k

Description
problem size
dimension
number of query points
number of reference points
neighbor size
number of processors
X (:, i) = xi 2 Rd
point dataset
X2 (i) = kxi k22
a subset of X ids
a subset of X ids
Q(:, i) = X (:, q(i))
Q2 (i) = X2 (q(i))
R(:, j) = X (:, r(j))
R2 (j) = X2 (r(j))
C(i, j) = kQ(:, i) R(:, j)k22

kNN ids of q(i)
kNN square distance of q(i)

Table 2 Notation used with MATLAB style matrix representations

C(i, :), the kNN search selects the k smallest values and updates its corresponding neighbor list <N (i, :),D(i, :)> with
<r(j),C(i, j)> where r(j) is the global index of reference
R(:, j).
Algorithm 2.1 GEMM Approach to k-Nearest Neighbor
C = 2QT R;
//GEMM( 2,QT ,R,0,C);
for each query i and reference j do
C(i, j)+ = Q2 (i) + R2 (j); // 2xTi xj + kxi k22 + kxj k22 ;
end for
for each query i do
Update <N (i, :),D(i, :)> with <r(:),C(i, :)>
end for
Storage: In approximate nearest-neighbor algorithms, Q
and R are gathered from the global coordinate table X .
When Q and R are distributed non-uniformly in X , we need
to first collect the data points and pack them into a contiguous dense matrix format, since GEMM can only deal with
regular stride inputs. The collection process can be written as Q(:, i) = X (:, q(i)) and R(:, j) = X (:, r(j)) where
q(i) indicates the global index of the i-th point in Q, and
r(j) indicates the global index of the j-th point in R. The
square 2-norms Q2 and R2 can be collected from X2 along
with <N ,D>. Another issue is that the output C of GEMM is
traditionally stored in column major ordering. In this case,
the neighbor search on C(i, :) will be stride accessed, but
not contiguous. A simple fix is to compute the transpose
form C T = RT Q which yields a row major storage of C.
Algorithm 2.1, using GEMM as a building block, provides
good efficiency for high dimensional kNN. The GEMM routine
itself can also be parallelized efficiently with a data-parallel
scheme. The remaining part of Algorithm 2.1 is embarrassingly parallel, since each query can be processed independently. However, GEMM is also the bottleneck of the method
due to its standardized interface, which disables further optimization across functions. For example, the square distance
evaluation and the neighbor selection algorithms we discuss
in §2.2 can be fused with GEMM to filter out the unlikely neighbor candidates. But this requires a custom implementation
of the GEMM.

2.2

Neighbor Search Algorithms

Method
Heap Select
Quick Select
Merge Sort

Best case
n
n+k
n log(k)

Worst case
n log(k)
(n + k)2
n log(k)

Average
n log(k)
n+k
n log(k)

Table 3 Complexity of selection algorithms [4]

GSKNN seeks to embed the neighbor search in the GEMM kernel, where only a small portion of the n candidates (⌧ k)
will be updated each time. Table 3 illustrates possible solutions to the neighbor search problem and their corresponding
complexity. It is important that the selection algorithm has
O(n) best case complexity which reduces the probability of
degrading the efficiency of GEMM. Thus, GSKNN uses maximum
heap selection, because array storage provides good memory
locality, and it can be vectorized by adjusting the number
of children per node. Next, we explain our decision through
the discussion of possible selection algorithms.
Quick select: In [14] the n candidates are partitioned
recursively by a pivot value and then one selects the kth
smallest number. This method has O(n) average complexity. Unfortunately, given that the average complexity has a
relatively large coefficient, the sizes of n and k that we are
interested in the kNN kernel are typically not large enough
to take advantage of linear average complexity. To update a
given neighbor list, we first concatenate the list with n candidates and find the new kth element to split the n+k array.
This leads to O(n + k) best case complexity when updating
the neighbor list. This property makes it not suitable for
embedding within the GEMM kernel when n is small.
Merge sort: This variant of merge sort divides the length
n array into nk chunks, each of which has length k. We perform merge sort for each chunk, which leads to nk ⇥ k log(k)
complexity. Each chunk is then merged updating the neighbor list, and at each merge step we only keep the first k elements. This algorithm achieves n log(k) complexity in both
the best and worst case, and it guarantees contiguous memory access, which can be highly vectorized with a bitonic
merge [3]. However, the extra required memory space and
fixed complexity still make merge sort selection not competitive with other methods. Another drawback is that the
algorithm has O(log(k)) complexity for updating the given
neighbor list, which is too expensive when n is small.
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Figure 1 Binary and d-heap data structure for heap selection

Maximum heap select: A max heap maintains the k
nearest neighbors in a complete binary tree (Figure 1) via an
array, where the root (index 0) always contains the largest
value. To update the heap with a new neighbor candidate
that is smaller than the root, replace the root with the candidate and perform heap adjustment such that the heap
property is preserved. If the heap is full, the worst case
complexity of the update is O(n log(k)) for n candidates.
The best case only takes O(n) by filtering out all the candi-

dates larger than the root. If the heap is empty, the first k
candidates only take O(k) [8] to build the heap. The key to
attaining a linear best case complexity is the capability to
access and delete the largest value in O(1) time, which reduces the damage to the original GEMM design. However, the
worst case complexity is still very bad for large k. In such
cases, the memory access pattern also becomes random, destroying locality. To reduce the random access penalty, an
implicit d-heap [16] yields better practical performance in
modern processors. By having more children for each node
(Figure 1), a longer cache line is utilized. In §2.4, we show
how a d-heap2 can further be optimized by memory padding
and vectorization.
Given the above considerations, we decided to use heap
selection algorithm for GSKNN. Although heap selection has
a higher average complexity than the quick select, it has
much better memory access patterns. It’s important that
the neighbor search algorithm does not add too much extra burden to the GEMM kernel. Heap selection is the ideal
method due to its array storage and cheap update cost for
small n. Given that the worst case complexity of this selection still grows with k, it is unclear how to optimally place
it withing the GEMM loop hierarchy. This will be further discussed in §2.3.

2.3

General Stride k-Nearest Neighbors
We present a new computational kernel GSKNN, that refactors the kNN problem by fusing the GEMM kernel with the
distance calculations and the nearest-neighbor search. We
expose the possible benefits of reusing the output C (square
distances) immediately after it’s computed such that less
memory latency is su↵ered. Heap selection can be performed
right after a small block of C has been computed, which increases the reuse rate of the data because C is still in the
L1 cache. By doing the heap selection early, C can be discarded without writing back to memory. To accomplish this
we require a transparent GEMM implementation and a light
weight neighbor search algorithm such as those discussed in
§2.2.
Algorithm 2.2 GSKNN Approach to k-Nearest Neighbor
for jc = 0 : nc : n 1 do
/* 6th */
for pc = 0 : dc : d 1 do
/* 5th */
X (pc : pc + dc 1, r(jc : jc + nc 1)) ! Rc
if pc + dc d then
X2 (r(jc : jc + nc 1)) ! R2c
end if
for ic = 0 : mc : m 1 do
/* 4th */
X (pc : pc + dc 1, q(ic : ic + mc 1)) ! Qc
if pc + dc d then
X2 (q(ic : ic + mc 1)) ! Qc2
end if
for jr = 0 : nr : nc 1 do
/* 3rd */
for ir = 0 : mr : mc 1 do
/* 2nd */
micro-kernel() in Algorithm 2.3
end for
end for
/* end macro-kernel */
end for
end for
end for
2

The d here is not related to the d in Table 2. d-heap is the conventional name of the d-ary heap.

We first present pseudo-code of GSKNN in Algorithm 2.2
and Algorithm 2.3. We later refactor GSKNN to show how
square distance evaluations and heap selections in Algorithm 2.1 can be embedded into the GEMM kernel. While
Algorithm 2.3 seeks to embed the heap selection in the earliest stage, there are other placements of heap selection which
can be explored. We present six variants which expose all
possible placements of the selection at the end of this section
and discuss their pros and cons.
The algorithm contains six layers of loops, each of which
corresponds to di↵erent partitioning of the m, n and d dimensions. The partition scheme is identical to that of the
Goto algorithm in BLIS [29] and GotoBLAS [11], which
efficiently amortizes memory packing, reuse, and alignment
operations to achieve high computational efficiency. Beginning with the outer most loop (6th loop; indexed by jc ), the
n dimension (R(:, 1 : n)) is partitioned with block size nc .
The 5th loop (indexed by pc ) partitions the d dimension with
block size dc . The 4th loop (indexed by ic ) partitions the m
dimension (Q(:, 1 : n)) with block size mc . The macro-kernel
contains the 3rd and the 2nd loops (indexed by jr and ir )
which further partition Q and R into smaller blocks. The
micro-kernel (Algorithm 2.3) contains the 1st loop (indexed
by pr ) that calculates square distances for a small block of
C with size mr ⇥nr . We also place the heap selection within
this loop.
Algorithm 2.3 GSKNN micro-kernel (1st loop)
for pr = 0 : dc 1 do
/* 1st */
for j = 0 : nr 1 do
/* unroll mr -by-nr */
for i = 0 : mr 1 do
C r (i, j) = C c (ic + ir + i, jc + jr + j)
C r (i, j) = 2Qc (ir + i, pr )Rc (jr + j, pr )
C c (ic + ir + i, jc + jr + j) = C r (i, j)
// 2xTi xj
end for
end for
end for
/* end rank-dc update */
if pc + dc d then
for j = 0 : nr 1 do
/* unroll mr -by-nr */
for i = 0 : mr 1 do
C r (i, j)+ = Qc2 (ir + i) + R2c (jr + j) //kxi xj k22
end for
end for
for i = ic + ir : ic + ir + mr 1 do
Update <N (i, :),D(i, :)> with < (jc + jr : jc + jr +
nr 1), C r >
end for
end if
Refactoring: A good way to understand the features of
GSKNN is to identify the scope of GEMM and the heap selection in Algorithm 2.1. If we remove all statements inside the
if control flow (pc + dc
d), the remaining parts of Algorithm 2.2 and Algorithm 2.3 are almost exactly the original
Goto algorithm [11]. The only di↵erence is that GSKNN can
take non-uniform stride inputs indicated by the global indices q(:) and r(:). The reason for the support of this feature
is explained in the packing paragraph. The heap selection
and the square 2-norm accumulation in Algorithm 2.1 are
all moved into the 2nd loop (in Algorithm 2.3); these computations will only be executed in the last pc iteration after
the 2nd loop of GEMM has completed. If pc is not in its last
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where the temporary rank-dc update result will be accumulated in the C c bu↵er. Otherwise, the square distance will
be computed and heap selection will be performed.
Packing: According to the partitioning of each dimension, Algorithm 2.2 creates temporary bu↵ers Qc (mc , dc ),
Rc (dc , nc ), Qc2 (mc , 1), R2c (1, nc ) which duplicate and rearrange relevant pieces of data. This process is called memory
packing [11, 29] and is used within typical implementations
of GEMM. Each bu↵er is designed to fit into di↵erent portions
of the memory hierarchy in Figure 2. Each region is packed
into a “Z” shape to guarantee a contiguous access pattern in
the macro- and micro-kernel. Another reason that we must
perform packing is to align the memory to a specific address
o↵set which is essential for vectorization. The SIMD (Single
Instruction Multiple Data) instructions we use in the microkernel (see §2.4) require the memory to be aligned to reduce
the memory latency. Given the fact that the GEMM routine
always repacks the memory, Algorithm 2.2 skips the phase of
collecting Q and R, choosing to pack directly from X to Qc
and Rc , avoiding redundant memory operations and saving
bu↵er space.
Var#1: There are six variants of GSKNN labeled according to when we choose to perform heap selection. We label
Algorithm 2.2 and Algorithm 2.3 as Var#1. In this variant, the heap selection is performed at the earliest possible
location in the code (immediately after the 1.st loop). To
help visualize the algorithm design, we illustrate its data
flow in Figure 2. After the partitioning of the reference set
in the 6th loop, we identify the portion of the those points
(orange) in X which are located in the main memory. In
the 5th loop, we collect the first dc elements of the orange
portion with the global indices r(:) and pack the reference
points into Rc . In the 4th loop, we identify and collect the
query points (light blue) from X with the global indices q(:),
packing them into Qc . At this moment, Rc will be evicted
to the L3 cache since Qc will occupy all of L1 and part of
L2. Rc and Qc will be reused inside the macro-kernel (3rd
and 2nd loops). For each micro-kernel call, a panel of Rc
and Qc will be promoted to the L1 cache for the rank-dc
update, but only the Rc panel will stay in L1 since the 2nd
loop will access di↵erent panels of Qc and reuse the same
Rc panel. Inside the micro-kernel, the result of the rank-dc
update will be accumulated inside the registers C r (green).
In the last pc iteration, Qc2 (purple) and R2c (yellow) will also
be collected from X2 which will reside in the same level as
Qc and Rc . After the 1st loop, Qr2 and R2r are loaded into
the registers, and the square distances are computed in C r .
The heap (blue) is promoted all the way from memory to
registers to complete the heap selection on C r , and we can
immediately discard C r without storing it back. The drawback of Var#1 is that the heap selection may evict Qc and
Rc from the L1 and L2 caches if k is too large. To ensure
the proper cache behavior, we may need to move the heap
selection to another loop depending on the size of k.
Other variants: The other variants from Var#2 to Var#6
are defined by inserting the heap selection after the appropriate loop. The index of the variant reveals the loop in
which we perform heap selections. As the index of the loop
increases, so does the update size of that selection. Var#1
updates the nearest neighbors after a small tile of square

Nr,Dr
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Rc
Memory

1-by-N

5th
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d-by-N

(2)

mr-by-1

1, :)

mr-by-nr

mc-by-1

1, :)T R(pc : pc + dc

mr-by-k

C+ = Q(pc : pc + dc

Register

m-by-r

iteration, then GSKNN will only perform the rank-dc update:

N,D

dc

X

6th

Figure 2 maps GSKNN to a 5-level memory hierarchy (3-level cache).
Q (light blue), Q2 (purple), R (orange), R2 (yellow) and <N ,D>
(blue) will be packed and then reside in di↵erent levels of cache.
A piece of memory associated with the micro-kernel operation is
shown in the higher levels if pieces from those levels will be used
within the micro-kernel. C r (green) is temporarily created at the
register level and is immediately discarded after heap selection.

distances C r have been evaluated; a higher numbered variant will update its neighbors with a larger square distance
matrix. For example, Var#6 performs heap selection after
the 6th loop, just like in Algorithm 2.1. Var#2 and Var#3
are not preferred because of two reasons. (1) When k is
small, they need to store a larger square distance matrix
which leads to a higher memory overhead than Var#1. (2)
When k is large, they lead to high reuse rate of the heap
such that the heap won’t be evicted from L1 and L2. Recall
from Figure 2 that L1 and L2 are designed to accommodate
the panels of Rc and Qc . If the heap occupies L1 and L2
as occurs with a high reuse rate, GSKNN needs to repeatedly
load Rc and Qc from L3 which will degrade its efficiency.
Therefore, these two variants are usually slower than Var#6
when k is large. Var#4 is not viable, since the 5th loop
blocks in the d dimension where the square distances are
not fully computed. Var#5 is only preferred when there is
not enough memory to store all the square distances. After
the 5th loop, m ⇥ nc of square distances will be computed.
Heap selections must load the square distances from memory, since m ⇥ nc can be much larger than the L3 cache.
Thus, Var#5 and Var#6 both su↵er the DRAM latency, and
the only di↵erence is that Var#5 gets to store only m ⇥ nc
distances instead of m ⇥ n. Still, Var#5 is not preferred
even it can save some memory space, since all heaps may
need to be reloaded from memory nnc times which doubles
the memory latency or even worst.
Overall, Var#1 gives the greatest opportunity for memory
reuse without disturbing the proper cache behavior of GEMM,
and Var#6 corresponds to the typical approach. In §2.6 we
will briefly discuss how to switch between these two variants

based on di↵erent sizes of k and d.
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We have illustrated the principles that go into designing
the kNN kernel, and now we will discuss architecture dependent implementation details. We need to understand how
to implement a micro-kernel such that the rank-dc update is
competitive to GEMM. We also need to know which blocking
parameters to use and when to switch between variants of
GSKNN to maintain efficiency. In the rest of this section, we
briefly illustrate the micro-kernel design logic and present
an analytical method for selecting parameters.
The idea of exposing the micro-kernel first came from the
BLIS framework which aims to identify the minimum portion of GEMM calculations that are architecture dependent.
GotoBLAS [12] (predecessor of OpenBLAS [24]) implements
the 1st to 3rd loops (macro-kernel or inner-kernel) in assembly, but the BLIS framework only implements the 1st loop
(micro-kernel) in SIMD assembly or vector intrinsics. The
2nd through 6th loops are usually implemented in C which
generates some overhead, but programmability and portability are significantly increased. Following the same design
philosophy, GSKNN maintains the micro-kernel structure and
uses outer loops (2nd-6th) written in C. We include the rankdc update (the inner-most loop), the square distance evaluations and the heap selection (Var#1) in the micro-kernel.
The Var#1 micro-kernel (Algorithm 2.3) computes an mr ⇥
nr square distance matrix C r and updates the neighbor lists
in four steps: (1) rank-dc update, (2) computing square distances, (3) conditionally storing the square distances, and
(4) heap selections. Di↵erent implementations may vary between architectures. Here we only illustrate the idea of manipulating vector registers and pipelining the memory operations.
Rank-dc update and square distances: The intermediate results of the rank-dc update, C r , are created and
maintained inside vector registers. Remaining vector registers are used by Qr , Rr , Qr2 , R2r , and other values required
in the square distance calculations. To overlap the memory
operations when loading Qr and Rr , we double bu↵er by unrolling the 1st (dc ) loop either two or four times. The idea is
to use auxiliary registers to preload the data from memory so
that the data is already present when it is required, which
prevents the ALU (Arithmetic Logic Unit) from stalling.
For example, the next Qr (Qc pointer + mr ) and Rr (Rc
pointer + nr ) are preloaded by two auxiliary registers concurrently with the rank-1 update (C r + = Qr ⇥ Rr ). An
even larger scale memory optimization can be accomplished
by using the prefetch instruction. This promotes memory
to a faster level (e.g. L1 cache) in the hierarchy without
actually loading it into registers. For example, the next required micro-panel of Rc , the current C c and the root of
the heap can be prefetched and overlapped with the current
rank-dc update. These two optimization schemes are called
the rank-dc update pipeline.
In addition to the memory pipeline, the instruction count
can be further optimized if the system supports vectorized
instructions (SIMD). Given that VLOAD, VSTORE, VADD and
VMUL (or VFMA) are supported, an efficient way to complete
the rank-1 update in the rank-dc update pipeline is to load
vectors Qr and Rr and perform a series of VFMA instructions
interleaved with register permutation. Figure 3 shows that a
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Figure 3 AVX 4⇥4 rank-1 update. Given Qr (blue) and Rr (orange),
we compute the 4⇥4 outer-product C r (green) by 4 VFMAs interleaved
with vectorized shu✏ing operations. The 3rd operands (0x5, 0x1)
indicate the shu✏ing (permutation) type.

4 ⇥ 4 C r can be computed by executing the VFMA instruction
on Qr and di↵erent permutations of Rr four times. Each
time a permutation occurs, a VFMA computes a diagonal of
the current C r . At the end of the rank-dc updates, we permute C r back to original order. The 2 from Equation (1)
is scaled at the end of the rank-d update, and the square
distances can be computed by adding Ar2 and B2r to C r .
General `p norm: We briefly discuss how to implement
other kinds of norms within the micro-kernel structure. `1
and `1 can be implemented by replacing each VFMA with
VMAX, VMIN, VSUB and VADD (VMAX if `inf ). The 3-norm and
other p-norms can either be expanded or approximated by
a VPOW3 dependent upon instruction counts.
Heap selection: Before the heap selection, we have a
chance to decide whether or not to store the square distance,
C r , currently in register memory back to slower memory by
checking whether the square distance is smaller than the
root of the max heap. This comparison can also be vectorized by broadcasting the root value and using a VCMP. In the
best case scenario, all of C r can be discarded which provides
GSKNN a very large performance benefit. In practice, we use
either a binary or a 4-heap, depending on the magnitude of
k. By padding the root with three empty space (Figure 1),
four children will fall in the same cache line (say 256 bytes).
Accessing all children only needs one cache line which decreases the latency. The kind of heap used for selection depends on how many cache lines are present and how many
extra instructions are needed in the worst case. Selection on
a 4-heap requires extra comparisons to find the maximum
child, but the depth of the heap (log4 (k)) is smaller than the
binary heap. Vectorizing the maximum child search requires
2 VMAX, 1 PERMUTE, 1 PERMUTE2F128 and 1 VTESTQ, but these
operations all work on the same cache line. In contrast, a
binary heap can find its maximum child with a single comparison, but it may require accessing more cache lines due
to log2 (k) height. In GSKNN, Var#1 uses a binary heap to
deal with small k, and Var#6 uses a 4-heap for large k.
Selecting parameters: The parameters mc , nc , dc , mr
and nr are all architecture dependent. To choose the optimal
3

VPOW is not part of AVX, but it is supported in Intel SVML. To implement VPOW, the convention is to use a minimax polynomial approximation.

combination of parameters for a specific architecture, there
are two primary approaches: tuning by exhaustive search or
tuning by modeling. Following [19], we use the Intel IvyBridge architecture as an example to demonstrate how to
choose these parameters.
• mr and nr are chosen based on the latency of a VFMA instruction. For Ivy-Bridge (no VFMA), the latency of an
equivalent VMUL and VADD is 8 cycles. To prevent the
pipeline from stalling, more than 8 VFMAs must be issued.
In total, 8 ⇥ 4 registers are required.
• dc is chosen to utilize the L1 cache, which corresponds to
the size of Rc and Qc micro-panels. To fit the micro-panels
in L1, dc is chosen such that mr ⇥ dc + nr ⇥ dc is about
3
of the L1 cache size. For Ivy-Bridge, dc = 256. This
4
preserves 14 of the L1 cache for other memory to stream
through.
• mc and nc are chosen based on the L2 and L3 cache sizes.
In the single-core case, we choose mc = 96 so that 34 of the
L2 cache contains Qc , and we choose nc = 4096 to fit Rc
in the L3 cache. In the case of multi-core execution, mc
will be dynamically determined depending on the number
of processors and the problem size m. This helps achieve
better load balancing across multiple processors.
Switching between variants: Since we have eliminated
other variants in §2.3, we only have to choose between Var#1
and Var#6. Var#1 avoids storing C c but su↵ers a large
memory penalty when k is large. Var#6 maintains the efficiency of the rank-dc update for large k, but does not gain
the reuse benefits of Var#1. A two dimensional threshold
can be set on the (d,k) space, and which variant is used is
determined based on the threshold. A tuning based decision
table would need to search the whole (d,k) space which can
be time consuming. By understanding the trade o↵ between
these two variants, we later introduce a runtime prediction
model in §2.6 which can quickly produce a smaller search
space for fine tuning.

2.5

Parallel k-Nearest Neighbors Search
kNN can be naturally parallelized by processing each query
independently. In approximate nearest-neighbor, all kNN
kernels can be solved independently which is called taskparallelism. Computation in a kNN kernel can also be parallelized by exploiting data parallelism. This approach is
more challenging. We first tackle the load balancing problem inherent to task-parallelism, and then we explain the
data-parallel scheme by exploring di↵erent options in the
six layers of loops.
The task-parallel scheme is a good choice when a large
number of small kNN kernels need to be parallelized. A
small kernel usually doesn’t provide enough parallelism to
exploit all resources, but the number of tasks can be sufficient to grant speedup. Each kernel is assigned to a processor which creates its own schedule. Generally, optimal
scheduling is an NP-complete problem [26], but it is relatively easy if there are no dependencies between each task.
On a homogeneous parallel system, an optimal static schedule can be found by a greedy first-termination list scheduling
on a sorted task-list (a special case of [13]). All kNN kernels
are first sorted in descending order according to their estimated runtime (see §2.6), and each task is assigned to the
processor with the smallest accumulated runtime.
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(mn⇤)

Table 4 Theoretical runtime breakdown analysis of GSKNN and AlC
gorithm 2.1. Note that only Var#6 has the Tm
term.

When m and n are large enough, Algorithm 2.2 reveals
more parallelism that can be exploited. Exploiting parallelism inside di↵erent layers of loops is called data-parallelism.
Our goal is to choose the loop that provides the most benefit in reusing the cache that is shared by all the processors.
Following [28], we aim to parallelize the 4th loop surrounding the micro-kernel. Every mc query will be assigned to a
processor with a periodic schedule (OpenMP parallel loop
pragma with a static schedule). Given enough parallelism in
the 4th loop, this parallel scheme is the best choice on SandyBridge/Ivy-Bridge processors, because the memory packing
scheme in GSKNN is naturally portable to multi-core architectures with separated L2 caches and a shared L3 cache.
Each processor will create a private Qc and preserve it in
its private L2. Rc is shared and preserved in the L3 cache,
making it available to all processors. The only drawback of
this scheme is that load balancing issues may arise when m
is not a multiple of mc ⇥ p. This problem can be solved by
dynamically deciding mc to better fit the given p and m.
Other choices may be suitable for parallelization in di↵erent
architectures. For example, the 6th loop is a good candidate
for separated L3 caches such as on a NUMA (Non Uniform
Memory Access) node which has more than one CPU. The
3rd loop is parallelized in [28] on Intel Xeon Phi due to
the large nnrc ratio. However, the 3rd and 6th loop are not
suitable for GSKNN, since parallelization on the reference side
may lead to a potential race condition when updating the
same neighbor list.

2.6

Performance Model

We derive a model to predict the execution time T and
the floating point operation efficiency (GFLOPS) of Algorithm 2.2. These theoretical predictions can be used for
performance debugging and helping us understand possible
bottlenecks of the GEMM approach. The estimated time T can
also be used in task scheduling on both heterogeneous and
homogeneous parallel systems. T can also help to decide
between the variants of GSKNN.
Assumption: For simplicity, the model assumes that
the underlying architecture has a modern cache hierarchy,

which contains a small piece of fast memory (cache) and a
large chunk of slow memory (DRAM). We further assume
that accessing the fast memory can be overlapped with ALU
(Arithmetic Logic Unit) operations with proper preloading
or prefetching instructions. In our model the latency of loading slow memory cannot be hidden. For memory store operations, we assume a lazy write-back policy, which won’t
write through the slow memory if it’s not necessary. We assume that the write-through time can be overlapped as well.
The slow memory operations in Algorithm 2.2 are presented
as three parts (1) memory packing (2) reading/writing C c
and (3) heap selections. Based on the assumptions above,
these slow memory operations followed by fast floating point
operations comprise the majority of the sequential computation time.
Notation: In addition to the notation introduced in §2,
we further define ⌧f , ⌧b , ⌧` , ✏, T , Tf , Tm and To in the
model. ⌧f is the number of floating point operations that the
system can perform in one second, ⌧b (bandwidth related)
denotes the average time (in seconds) of a unit of contiguous
data movement from slow memory to fast memory; and ⌧`
(latency related) denotes the time (in seconds) of a random
memory access. We use ✏ 2 [0, 1] to predict the expected cost
of heap selection. Tf and Tm represent the time consumed
by floating operations and memory operations respectively.
To is the total time spent on other instructions. By summing
the three terms together, T = Tf + Tm + To , we get the total
time.
Floating point and other operations: In Table 4, we
break down the theoretical cost of each component, starting
with the floating point operation time Tf , followed by To ,
and then by each individual term of Tm . Tf and To can be
computed using the following formula:
1
24
Tf + To =
(2d + 3)mn +
(mn + ✏mk log(k))
⌧f
⌧f

(3)

where 2dmn is the number of operations in the rank-d update, and 3mn is the number of floating point operations
required in Equation (1). Notice that heap selection doesn’t
require any floating point operations but still contributes
to the runtime. To is the time required for the selection.
Each heap selection requires MAX, MIN, CMP and pointer calculations for swapping <N , D>. In the model, we estimate
the cost optimistically by assuming that each heap will only
require ✏k log(k) adjustments, and each adjustment takes
12 instructions (about 24 floating points operations). The
expected cost can be adjusted by setting ✏ to reflect the
expected complexity of heap selection. The times in Equation (3) are computed by dividing the total floating point
operation count (or instruction throughput count) with the
theoretical peak floating point operation throughput (⌧f )
per second.
Memory operations: The total data movement time
varies with both problem size m, n, d and k and block sizes
mc , nc and dc . Despite being able to calculate complexity in
advance, choosing the proper coefficient to accurately model
the time taken by data movement remains difficult. The
details of data movement between registers and caches is
hidden by the compiler, and the movement between caches
and DRAM is hidden by the cache coherence protocol of the
architecture. Fortunately, the square distance evaluations
in Algorithm 2.2 are designed based on the understanding
of memory movement, which makes cache behavior more

predictable. The remaining difficulty comes from the heap
selections, which can vary in complexity from the best case
to the worst case. To make matters worse, memory access
can be random during the heap adjustment for large k.
All memory movement costs in Table 4 are labeled by
subindices Tm . Each term is characterized by its read/write
type and the amount of memory involved in the movement.
Following the model assumptions, the time for memory movement in Var#1 can be computed using the following formula:
⇠ ⇡
n
V ar#1
Tm
= ⌧b (nd + 2n) + ⌧b (dm + 2m)
)+
nc
⇠ ⇡
d
⌧b (
1)mn + ⌧` (2✏mk log(k))
dc
All the write operations are omitted; we only sum the read
operations. Operations will be repeated multiple times
l dem
pending on which loop they reside in. For example, ⌧b ( ddc

1)mn is the cost of reading/writing the intermediate result
C c , which increases with d as a step function because C c is
used to accumulate the rank-dc (to be reloaded in the 5th
loop). The cost of the heap selection, ✏⌧` 2mk log(k), has a
di↵erent unit cost than ⌧b since the memory access may be
random–especially when k is large. For a binary heap, ⌧` is
roughly 2⌧b depending on the target DRAM’s column access
strobe (CAS) latency and the memory cycle time. For a 4heap where four children will be accessed together, ⌧` will
be roughly equal to ⌧b . We can also derive an estimate for
V ar#6
Tm
in (4) which has an additional term mn due to the
cost of storing C.
V ar#6
V ar#1
Tm
= Tm
+ ⌧b mn.

(4)

If we further assume that GEMM is implemented as a variant
of the Goto algorithm, the memory movement cost of AlV ar#1
gorithm 2.1 can be estimated by Tm
with 3 additional
terms A, B and C.
Algorithm
Tm

2.1

V ar#1
= Tm
+ ⌧b (dm + dn + 2mn).

(5)

The cost of these three additional terms from the GEMM interface can be calculated. The coordinates in X need to be
collected in A and B which leads to dm + dn. The standard
GEMM output C takes mn. The square distance accumulation
will read/write C which leads to another factor of mn cost
in (5).
Comparison: Because Tf and To are the same between
GSKNN and Algorithm 2.1, we can show that Var#1 has
smaller memory complexity (in both space and memory operations) by not explicitly forming A, B and C. This e↵ect
C
is significant in low d, since Tm
= 2⌧b mn doesn’t decrease
with d, which makes GEMM a memory bound operation. In
Figure 4, we compare the floating point efficiency ( (2d+3)mn
)
T
between the model prediction and experimental results. We
evaluate the average runtime of three consecutive kNN kernels. The prediction always overestimates the efficiency because we omit the cost of accessing the fast memory. We also
find that the prediction is too optimistic in low d, because
the model doesn’t capture the fact that the CPU pipeline
is not fully occupied during the ramp up and ramp down
phase. The model captures the performance di↵erence between methods for large d exactly, which reflects the memory
savings of GSKNN.
The model can further be used to select between variants,
helping reduce the tuning time. Figure 5 plots the GFLOPS
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Figure 4 Predicted floating point efficiency (GFLOPS). Dashed
lines are the predicted efficiency by (4) and (5). The solid blue line
is the experimental efficiency of GSKNN, and the solid red line is the
reference kernel with MKL GEMM and an STL max heap. Parameters:
m = n = 8192, k = 16, 512, 2048, ⌧f = 8⇥3.54, ⌧b = 2.2⇥10 9 , ⌧` =
13.91 ⇥ 10 9 , ✏ = 0.5. For the 10-thread result, ⌧f = 10 ⇥ 8 ⇥ 3.10,
⌧b and ⌧` are 15 the original value.
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Figure 5 Predicted 10-core floating point efficiency (GFLOPS)
for di↵erent k. The predicted threshold (light blue dotted line)
crosses the intersection of the two dashed lines, and the experimental threshold (purple dotted line) crosses the intersection of the
solid blue and yellow lines.

along with k which provides a predicted threshold for the
variant selection. The predicted threshold (light blue dotted line) is close to the real experimental threshold (purple
dotted line) when the dimension grows. This prediction can
help quickly narrow down a small region for fine tuning and
prevent an exhaustive search.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Here we give details on the experimental setup used to test
our methods. The current version of GSKNN contains double precision x86-64 micro-kernels designed for Intel SandyBridge/Ivy-Bridge architectures. In all experiments, an AVX
assembly micro-kernel is used to compute the rank-dc update, and an AVX intrinsics micro-kernel is used to compute
the case when d is not a multiple of dc . Our GSKNN kernel has
been integrated with our implementations approximate allnearest-neighbor implementations of randomized KD-trees
and locality sensitive hashing [20, 31]. These implementations use MPI and OpenMP parallelism and originally used

the GEMM approach for the kNN kernel.
Implementation and hardware: GSKNN is implemented
in C, SSE2 and AVX intrinsics and assembly. Everything except the micro-kernel is written in C. The parallel randomized KD-tree kNN is written in C++. The code is compiled
with the Intel C compiler version 14.0.1.106 and mvapich2
version 2.0b with the -O3 optimization flag. We carry out
runtime experiments on the Maverick system at TACC with
dual-socket Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 (Ivy Bridge) processors.
The stable CPU clockrate is 3.54GHz/3.10GHz for 1/10 core
experiments. To make sure the computation and the memory allocation all reside on the same socket, we use a compact
KMP AFFINITY. The pure OpenMP results use a single
socket of a NUMA node, and the results in Table 1 use 8
NUMA nodes (16 sockets).
GSKNN parameters: We select blocking parameters as
discussed in §2.4 with mr = 8, nr = 4, kc = 256, mc = 104
and nc = 4096, which make the size of Qc 208 KB and the
size of Rc 8192 KB. For all experiments with k  512, we
use Var#1. Otherwise, we use Var#6.
Dataset: In the integrated experiment in Table 1, we
use a 10 dimensional Gaussian distribution generator and
embed the sample point to a high dimensional space (d =
16, 64, 256, 1024). For the remaining experiments we sample
from a uniform [0, 1]d distribution to create synthetic dataset
for our experiments.

4.

RESULTS

We have already presented the integrated runtime results
of the parallel MPI randomized KD-tree approximation to
the all-nearest-neighbor search in §1. Here we report two
sets of results to illustrate the performance of GSKNN.
• We use a runtime breakdown to better show how individual terms a↵ect the overall runtime. The results show that
early reuse of C can significantly reduce memory overhead.
• The 10-core efficiency comparison examines di↵erent magnitudes of m, n, d and k, providing a performance overview
of GSKNN on a shared memory system. We show that
GSKNN overcomes the memory bottleneck of GEMM in low
d. GSKNN can achieve 80% of theoretical peak performance
for k  128 and d 512.
Breakdown analysis: Table 5 breaks down Ttotal into
Tcoll + TGEMM + Tsq2d + Theap , which represents gathering
data from X , evaluating GEMM, evaluating the square distances, and heap selections respectively. For GSKNN, it is
difficult to measure the time spent on each phase since a
timer call would lead to a serious overhead inside the 2nd
loop. Thus, we only report the total time for GSKNN and
estimate the time spent on heap selection (see Table 5). For
large d 256, TGEMM dominates the runtime, and the remaining Tcoll + Tsq2d + Theap are minor (10%). The integrated
square distance kernel in GSKNN is slightly
faster than TGEMM
Cc
because the time GEMM spends on the Tm
term is camortized
C
by its rank-d update. However, the saving of Tm
is significant (40% to 60%) if d is small (d = 16, 64). This reflects
the fact that the GEMM-based nearest neighbor kernel is a
memory bound operation in low d. According to the table,
Var#1 does have a smaller latency during the heap selection. Given that the complexity is the same, the latency
costs can be up to 10 time smaller by reusing C at the earliest opportunity. For Var#6 (k = 2048), we show that the
4-heap is 30% to 50% more efficient than the binary heap,
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Figure 6 10-core floating point efficiency comparison: m and n from top to bottom are 2048, 4096 and 8192. k from left to right are 16,
128, 512 and 2048. The X-axis is the dimension size from 4 to 1028, and the Y-axis is GFLOPS where the theoretical peak performance is
248 GFLOPS (8 ⇥ 3.1 ⇥ 10). For k = 16, 128, 512, Var#1 is used, and for k = 2048 Var#6 is used instead.

MKL+STL / GSKNN

m = n = 8192, d = 16

k
16
128
512
2048

Theap
13 / 1
16 / 5
30 / 33
52 / 34

Tcoll + TGEMM + Tsq2d
0 + 55 + 24 / 20
0 + 55 + 24 / 20
0 + 55 + 24 / 20
0 + 55 + 24 / 76

MKL+STL / GSKNN
16
128
512
2048

1
1
1
1

+
+
+
+

m = n = 8192, d = 64

117
122
113
126

+
+
+
+

24
24
24
24

/
/
/
/

52
52
52
94

MKL+STL / GSKNN
16
128
512
2048

3
3
3
3

+
+
+
+

210
209
211
213

9
9
9
9

+
+
+
+

702
734
728
735

13 / 1
15 / 6
30 / 35
52 / 34

155 / 53
162 / 58
168 / 87
203 / 128

m = n = 8192, d = 256
+
+
+
+

24
24
24
24

/
/
/
/

186
186
186
202

+
+
+
+

24
24
24
24

/
/
/
/

665
665
665
673

MKL+STL / GSKNN
16
128
512
2048

Ttotal
92 / 21
95 / 25
109 / 53
131 / 110

13 / 2
15 / 13
30 / 38
52 / 34

250
251
268
292

/
/
/
/

188
199
224
236

m = n = 8192, d = 1024
13 / 0
15 / 11
30 / 40
51 / 34

748
782
791
819

/
/
/
/

665
676
705
707

Table 5 Runtime breakdown analysis (ms). Due to the timer
call overhead, Theap can’t be measured accurately in Var#1 (k =
16, 128, 512); thus, Theap is estimated by the total time di↵erence
with the k = 1 case. Taking the first row (k = 16) of Table 5 as an
example, GSKNN spends 21 ms in total. The estimated heap selection
time is computed by 21
20 = 1 where 20 is the total execution
time of the case k = 1. For var#6 (k = 2048), Theap is measured
separately.

and that the savings on the csquare distance evaluations are
C
consistent with the term Tm
in our model.
10-core efficiency overview: In Figure 6, we plot the
floating point efficiency (GFLOPS) as a function of the problem size m, n, k, and d (Notice the logarithmic scale for the

horizontal coordinate). Performance (GFLOPS) increases
with problem size m, n and dimension d but degrades with
k. This is because larger m, n and d provide a higher parallelism, but neighbor search only contributes to the runtime
without performing any floating point operations. To summarize, GSKNN outperforms the GEMM kernel. For m large
enough (which the case in approximate search methods),
80% of theoretical peak performance can be achieved in high
d for k  128. For k = 2048, 65% of peak performance
can be achieved. GSKNN performs especially well for small
k  128, where it is up to 5⇥ more efficient than the GEMM
kernel for d 2 [10, 100], which is commonly found in applications.

5.

CONCLUSION

We demonstrate that by fusing the GEMM kernel with the
neighbor search we can significantly optimize the performance of the kNN kernel. We discuss blocking, loop reordering, and parameter selection that results in six possible algorithmic variants, which we analyze to derive the
best combination. To increase portability, GSKNN follows the
BLIS design logic which reduces the architecture dependent
part of the algorithm to the micro-kernel level. This makes
GSKNN’s portability to future x86 architectures less challenging since it only requires changing the block size and rewriting the micro kernel. Our analytical model not only helps
explain the results but also enables high-level scheduling and
tuning. Taken together, we show that GSKNN can achieve a
high efficiency on modern x86 architectures. Ongoing work
includes extension to non-Euclidean distance metrics, extensions to GPU architectures, and integration with other
higher-level algorithms for clustering and learning.

6.
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